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Context
A core requirement in our Initial Teacher Education (ITE) English department is that, over their three years,
students keep a reading file which catalogues the children’s books they read. In it, they reflect on the
teaching and learning opportunities these texts could provide in the primary classroom. This has been
mandatory since I was a student, twenty years ago, and the reason behind its implementation has always
been sound: without a core knowledge and understanding of children’s books, you are unable to support
pupils’ diverse reading needs and tastes. Yet this has always been seen as an onerous task for many
students who, during the opening seminar, confessed to only populating it days before the file inspection!.
Having become lead for the final year module (U71170: Literature in the
Primary School), I proposed to my English team that using Goodreads (an
online, socially collaborative learning approach to the reading journal) could
prove more motivating than the traditional, individual one. With the aim of
inspiring students to expand their limited knowledge of children’s books,
populating the online journals would become a continual and engaging
experience rather than an assessed piece at the end of the module.
Goodreads is a website which sits on front of Amazon. It contains the entire catalogue of all books that they
have access to, and for those that they do not, the site offers the ability to add your own entries. It allows
members to search the database, reader friends’ reviews whilst writing their own and log books that they
want to read in the future. It enables users to see what members are currently reading and tag, thematically,
books that they’ve read. You can also create reading lists, groups, offer book suggestions to others and
have online discussions about reading.

Research inspiration and rationale
The UKLA study involving 1200 primary teachers revealed that the majority relied on a limited range of
children’s authors to support reading development and planning (Cremin et al., 2009, 2014). This lack of
knowledge has been shown to have a direct correlation with a decline in children reading for pleasure and
national attainment results in reading and writing (Hurd et al., 2006;Twist et al., 2007). To counter this,
Cremin and her team, worked with 43 teachers in the TaRS project which led to improved subject
knowledge, motivation and enthusiasm towards reading which, in turn, was reciprocated in the pupils that
they taught (Cremin, 2014, p. 25). They also saw an increase in attainment and achievement in reading.
Planning opportunities for collaborative learning where ITE students work together to enrich their subject
knowledge is a pedagogical approach that I value. An investigation into improving students’ knowledge and
understanding of children’s books could, potentially, see them better equipped to improve reading and
writing standards, attend to pupils’ reading needs and interests and foster a sense of enjoyment in their
future classroom. With the current knowledge of my students mirroring Cremin’s initial study, I wanted to see
whether creating an online community of reading teachers could have similar results. If so, this could inform
their practice and grant them greater opportunities for exploring effective and inclusive pedagogical
approaches to reading.

Aims
•
•
•

To support ITE students in widening their knowledge of high-quality children’s literature.
To encourage ITE students to read for pleasure in the hope that this is carried in on their future
practice.
To choose an approach to the reading journals that is collaborative and is sustained beyond ITE.

Outline
The investigation was run throughout all four module groups which included 101 students. Assessing the
success of the approach came through online observations, a survey and a questionnaire set at the
module’s close. Before beginning, I decided to remove all module requirements related to reading journal

expectations and shared this with the students. A non-assessed engagement with Goodreads would, I
argued, give an honest and reliable overview of whether this approach was implicitly motivational and
useful.
Every student’s Goodreads account was regularly monitored during and after the module. Like Facebook,
Goodreads has an update feed which publishes everyone’s account activity and allows access to individual
profiles. This permitted me to see what students had read, were reading, who they were following and any
reviews they had written. This guided my questions when sending messages to students in Goodreads,
allowed me to recommend books to individuals based on their reading and monitor its use by the cohort.
During the final seminar, a paper-based questionnaire asked students to evaluate their Goodreads’
experience in order to inform my future practice and encourage them reflect on their own. The six brief,
open-ended questions aimed to encourage students to share experiences of Goodreads, evaluate their use
of it and reflect on how they could improve related practice.

Impact
The feedback from the students regarding whether an online, collaborative approach to reading journals
over the traditional solitary files suggests that it has, at the very least encouraged students to be more
proactive in improving their learning and attitudes with regards to their knowledge of children’s books. The
fact that one group said that it had inspired them to read more and another noted how they had begun to
enjoy reading again, highlighted for me the intrinsic motivational potential that comes with learning alongside
others in an online community.
I also found that modelling and supporting the use of Goodreads needs be constant in order to maintain
students’ motivation and engagement, whilst encouraging them to share their own successes and failures.
Students also valued seeing my own passion for reading as I modelled using Goodreads and they engaged
more with their reading when I commented on their progress. Students commented on how this social
aspect was both motivational and inspirational. See the exemplar below.

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice
As I mentioned at the start, TaRs highlighted the importance of teachers needing to have a rich reading
repertoire in order to cater for children’s different reading needs and interest.
The results from the first run were very encouraging and what struck me most was how the process became
more autonomous the more students joined and took part. I also noticed, through students using Goodreads
to recommend books to each other, that the quality of texts chosen for the accompanying module
assignment was far better than the previous year.
The idea of a community of readers had a real impact on me and made me think about how this relationship
between ITE and teachers in the field continues after the students’ graduate.

Student Exemplar 1:
This student has capitalised on the use of tagging books through the use
of bookshelves. Should she require a book on ‘bears’ when
recommending or reading to class, she can easily access the ones that
she has catalogued. I can also see how many reviews the student has
done.
Full reviews are indicated in a
student’s library through the
comment (with text). This
makes it easier for the lecturer
and peers to access.
The student’s review of The
Tunnel is on the following
page.
Below is an example of the
student creating a bookgroup
to broaden her reading range
and encourage discussion.

In relation to the review of ‘The Shadow Keeper’
on the following page, note that Friends have
‘liked’ the student’s review. One of these is the
author herself showing the potential for
motivation and inspiration in extending reading.
Many students followed Abi after seeing her
‘like’ R’s review.

Note that the review was written
whilst the student was on
placement showing its accessibility
over the traditional file approach.
The student’s review which shows
that the she has not only
understood the themes within the
text well and considered reader
suitability (see bookshelves) but also
suggests pedagogical approaches to
its use in the classroom. This review
is accessible to anyone who has a
Goodreads account and comes up
on the timeline of anyone who is
Friends with the student.
Below is my reply which sits beneath
the review. Anyone who follows
either myself or the student see
when I responded (same day) and
my comment.

The review on the right shows the
student reading a quality text after I had
read, rated and reviewed it (seen under
‘My Rating’. Note the reading progress
comments the student is making. This
offers a different overview to the student
reading experience than the traditional
method.

